
Catania Municipality

"Good practice"- "Call for Paper"

1. Start with the ”skinny”! That is, present your project or best practise with     10 sentences  

"Good practice" – "Call for Paper" – a pilot action to move students into debate on civicness, 
culture, heritage, history, European citizenship, awareness of their role to build into society. The 
initiative  moves  from  the  opportunity  of  the  European  Commission  decision  for  2013  as 
EUROPEAN YEARS OF CITIZENS, using this as a tool to create debate within schools.  The 
way to improve this debate is use text and visibility on social media to create attention and  
audience  inside  the  world  of  the  educational  system.   Some meetings  with  Teachers  and 
School's Functionary have been held to qualify the kind of needs that are more evident in the 
context.  Some Teachers evidenced the opportunity to use this practice within the framework of 
Comenius programs, to give a more international framework to the initiative.  Of course, such 
typology of initiative is focused towards promoting excellence, but in an inclusive perspective, 
specially referred to the motivational side and the objectives of the Prevent project. The core 
objective is to diffuse a social use and meaning of the creative act of writing, creating attention 
of students on main topics of civic life, and public moments with the function to generate link 
between family (especially parents, but not just them) and schools (especially teachers, but not  
just them).  In sinergy with the other best practice suggested by Catania, to open the school as 
physical place to the use and understanding of the whole population, giving to the institution a 
stronger presence in the territorial framework, with particular reference to those quarter inside 
the town that have more problem of deviance and school leavers.

2. What was the need/     problem to address? The context?  

The call has stembeen conceived as something very open to the general context of the Catania 
school system.  Relevant interests have been expressed by schools of the territorial system, 
giving a large framework of interest, improved by the European added value coming from the 
adhesion  of  several  schools  to  European  programs  like  Comenius  or  National  Operational  
Programmes.

3. Who     formulated the need/ problem/ challenge?  

 

Comune di Catania
Framework Program URBACT

Project Prevent 



The  challenge  was  defined  by  the  Mayor,  with  the  intention  to  extend  to  neighbourhood 
municipalities in a metropolitan framework to prevent the school drop-out through the improving 
of the School-Families link.

4. Who     initiated the project/ practise?  

The initiative came from the Municipality, and it was implemented by the European Affairs Office, 
with the aim to listen to teachers and school's functionaries.

5. Who are     the target groups/ end users?  

Teachers, Children and Parents appr. 25000 citizens.

-Methods for selecting the target group: direct communication-focus-groups and round table 
discussions between Municipality and teachers and school boards to identity needs.

-Methods  for  activities’  implementation:  direct  work  with  the  target  groups  to  define 
strategies to improve parental involvement.

-Methods for monitoring and evaluation: collecting writings and works

-Methods for conducting the training: promote intellectual development through debate on 
civic matters.  Inclusion of a theme to be developed in English as work language.

PPP,  printed  materials,  involvement  of  EU  networks  at  local  level.
Principles  for  choosing  the  methods  and  the  implementation  of  activities:
-  accessibility,  gender  equality,  economical  expedience,  informed  consent,  tolerance, 
partnership of all key actors, direct participation of the target group.

6. How     does it work?  

The following activites were implemented:

I stage

Pilot action shared among teachers, childrens and parents, with the support of EU territorial  
networks, on thematic focuses, needs analysis.

Educational Support Environment

- Text at school initiative as generator of meetings to diffuse information and promotion of social rights 
and benefits related to education, employment and qualification;
- A guide for parents: containing information about procedures for school enrollment, school rules, staff,  
traditions, requirements. Advices for the parents how to grow up and communicate with their children; 
- Information and promotion of activities of public and private centres providing services, non-formal and 
extra curriculum education;
- Information and promotion of schools which implement activities in multicultural environment.

II stage: 

 



Community  public  hearings,  through questionnaires  and direct  meeting;  the  "Call  for 
Papers” achieve its objectives through:

-event creation; training of project schools’ personnel; online network of schools of inclusion for  
information and good practices exchange and partnership;

-information  about  drug-assumption  risks  and  education  to  citizenship  rights  and  duties;
-conducting  awareness raising educational school campaigns, parents meetings, round table 
for drafting municipal program-activities.

7. Challenges     along the way?  

- Motivate parents /students, teachers/ to become active participants in school-life;

- Difficulties in gaining trust through hearing-involvement practices.

-  Increase  ownership  feeling  of  citizens  towards  school  and perception  of  the  presence of 
Institutions.   The  need  for  expanding  the  network  of  schools  and  kindergartens  including 
activities for working and studying in multicultural environment, with European added value;

-  The  need  to  avoid  segregation  and  to  change  the  institutionalized  model  of  separate 
educational patterns;

-  Conduct an active communication strategy to include a wider range of partners for planning 
and implementing activities in a multicultural and open environment;

- Support educational environment- extracurricular activities, centres for work with children and 
their families;

-  Improve  the  capacity  of  teachers  and school  boards  to  plan  and implement  activities  for 
creating friendly, multicultural environment and to involve parents in school life. 

8. How were they tackled/     solved?  

-  Formal and non-formal education.
-  Teach and help parents how to understand and communicate with they children  Initiate and 
conduct common activities "parents-children" through arts as intervention instrument

9. Why do you     consider it to be a "good practice"?  

"The call for papers" -as pilot municipal model-  involves all key actors in the process of  educational 
integration: schools, administrations, parents and the community. 

The project:

 



- aims to expand the network of educational institutions situated close or bordering areas, also through 
other European projects intersection;

aims to mobilize local  communities’  resources and all  key actors/  responsible  institutions,  parents, 
NGOs, school boards/ to work together for the implementation of the local strategy for educational  
integration and social inclusion.

10. What is the evidence? Evaluations?  

 Keeping the enrolled at least 2500  children- numbers at the beginning and at the end of the 
project. 

 Informed and motivated parents and community members- considerable increased number of 
people  attending  the  parents  meetings  and  community  open  forums,  different  types  of 
information.

 Final book (and e-book) as evidence of a replyable model.

 



 


